There are frequently many kinds of relationships in various real networks, which can be represented by multi-relationships complex network. It is a fundamental function for detecting the community structure for identifying the edges between structures in complex networks. Previous community structure detection algorithms often limited by the limitation of network topology structure arising from one relationship, but our algorithm based on a semi-supervised clustering algorithm and multi-subnet composited complex network can overcome the restriction. Through experiment analysis, our algorithm is compared to classical spectral clustering algorithm and nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) by using artificial generated datasets. The Experimental results show that community structures which are divided by our proposed algorithm are more obscure.
1.INTRODUCTION
Different real-world networks, for instance,online social networks (Lu et al., 2014) , technological networks (Modani et al., 2014) , and biological networks (Ansaripour et al., 2016) , can be effectually abstracted as complex networks through regarding each object as a node, and each relation as a link. It had been proved that nealy all actual networks have community structures which can be descirbed by groups of closely interconnected nodes. In general, a community in complex network means a sub-graph whose vertexes are more closely interconnected with each other than outside vertexes of the subgraph.But, the realistic implication of a community differs seriously in different real networks. For instance, in social networks communities mean people communities with similar interests or education level. However, in protein protein interaction networks, the community structure means a protein protein functional unit.
For special networks,it has considerable practical value for discovering a community structure, because it can reveal the functionality relationship based on network structure.There have been a large number of community structure detection algorithms proposed by researchers over the years.Espically, the spectral clustering algorithm (Wang et al., 2016; Galbrun et al., 2014) ,betweenness-based method (Tong et al., 2014) , NMF-based algorithm (He et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2007) , fuzzy clustering approach (Wu et al., 2013) etc.In these algorithms, the NMF-based community structure detectionalgorithm is a very hot research algorithm for hierarchical clustering of multivariate data recently (Lee and Seung, 1999) .It had received great concern in several research fields, particularly in the complex network.But designing an effectivecommunity structruedetection algorithmin multi-relationships complex network is still highly extraordinarybecause of the following reasons.
Firstly, measurement of community: measurcriteria using for detecting community structure in complex network is conflicting, it is a very bigproblem in many community structure identifying algorithms.For solving this problem, Newman (Newman and Girvan, 2004 )proposed a modularity function Q which can measurethe strength of division of a network into modules, and based on the max value of Q,which can also be used to choosethe optimum number ofcommunities automatically.
Secondly, structure of community: the shapes of communities may be very complicated and different. Ravasz had provedthat there are hierarchical organization of modularity in metabolic networksthrough empirical study (Ravasz et al., 2002) . Meanwhile, Palla (Palla et al., 2005) revealed that there are overlapping community structure in complex network, it also can be called as fuzzy community.
Thridly, topology structure of complex networks:although there are all sorts of similarity measures proposed and presented, for example, diffusion kernel similarity (Perotti et al., 2015) , average shortest pathbased similarity (Gong, 2016) , it is still very difficult to measure the network topological characteristics of complex network.empirical studies proved thatcharacteristicsof network topology can't be obtainedthrougha little serveral measure indexes.
Most existing community structure detection algorithms mainly focus on the first and the second problems, but few algorithms pay close attention to the third problem.In this paper, we mainly concentrate on the the community detection in multi-relationships complex networks from the third challenge.Firstly, the equivalence of objective functions of symmetric nonnegative matrix factorization and the max optimization of modularity density will be proved in this paper.Based on the equivalence, a new clustering algorithm in complex network through combination of symmetric nonnegative matrix factorization and semi-supervised clustering algorithm is proposed.The special feature of our algorithm is that several similarity measurescan be usedsimultaneously, and topological characteristics from different relationships can be grasped.
The paper is organized as follows. The equivalence of the optimization of modularity density andthe symmetric NMF is shown in Section 2. In Section 3, the community structrue detection algorithm based on clusteringis proposed. Experiment results is analysizedin Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is elaborated in Section 5.
2.DEFINITION OF MODULARITY DENSITY
The definition of the modularity density function Dfor a complex network G=(V,E)which consist of the node setV={v 1 ,...,v n }and the edge set Eis defined as follows: The objective function of k-means clustering algorithm is used to set up am-way partition =1 to reduce the number of squared errors
where|| • || 2 is the Frobeneus norm,m c is the centre of the c-th cluster and∅is the function using to map the vectors intoa multidimensional space.The squared distance of algorithm||∅( ) − || 2 can be redefined as follow
Therefore, given a feature matrix J with entry = ∅( ) • ∅( ), the above equation can be redefined as follow
Now, we prove the equivalence of D and symmetric nonnegative matrix factorization. If Eq. (2)is set as a minimum trace, the following equation can be gotten 
where Trace(J) is the trace of matrix J, I is an identity matrix and
is the clustering partition to thenodes set, which consists of m nonnegative indicator vectors
It is comfortable to verify that = 0 when p ≠ l , and = 1 otherwise.Accourding tothe first term as a constantin Eq. (5), the following equation can be concluded
So the next thing now to do is to reveal that max ( ) can be solved by the symmetric nonnegative matrix factorization.Detailly, given that thefeature matrix J and the number of clusters m have been given,the symmetric NMF approximately factorizes the matrix J into a × matrix and its transpose matrix like as follow
where J and P are nonnegative matrices. m is usually much smaller than n so that P is smaller than the initial matrix P.
As a matter of fact, Eq. (9) can be cast as an optimizational form, throughreducing the numberof squared errors,the objective function can be approximatelydefined as 
Relaxing the orthogonality = (P is no longer the indicator matrix in Eq. (7)),we can conclude that symmetric NMF iscompletely equivalent to k-means clustering byEqs. (8) 
It implies that D attains its max value if and only if the min value of F is acquired,and F's min value is achieved onlyif ≥0 || − || 2 is obtained.Such a relation between symmetric nonnegative matrixand clustering algorithms can assure that algorithms based on symmetric nonnegative matrix factorization can be applied to community structure detection.
3.DEFINITION OF MULTI-SUBNET COMPOSITED COMPLEX NETWORK MODEL
Definitions 1 (Multi-subnet Composited Network): Multi-subnet composited complex networkG=(V, E, R, F) is a 4-tuple, where
(1) = { 1 , 2 , … , } is a finite set of vertexes and = | |;
(2) = {< , > | , ∈ , 1 ≤ , ≤ } ⊆ × is a finite set of links between vertexes;
. , , … , )| ∈ , 1 ≤ ≤ }is relations set, where R i is one kind of relationships between vertexes, n is the number of kinds of relationships.
(4) : → is a mapping function from E to R.
When n=1composited network could be regarded as classical complex networks.
Definitions 2 (Subnet): Assuming a multi-subnet composited network G=(V, E, R, F), G'=(V', E', R', F'
) is a sub-set of Gaccording to the set of relationships R' ( ′ ⊆ and
One aspect of complex system can be regarded as subnet in which one kind of relations among parts of the system. Whereas for some problems, we expect that several parts and different kinds of relations of the whole system could be expressed as several subnets and composited together. Definitions 4 (Subnet Loading): Given subnet network G 1 = (V 1 , E 1 , R 1 , F 1 ) , G 2 =(V 2 , E 2 , R 2 , F 2 ), where 1 = 11 × … × 1 × … × 1 = {( 11 , . . , 1 , … , 1 )| 1 ∈ 1 , 1 ≤ ≤ } , 2 = 21 × … × 2 × … × 2 = {( 21 , . . , 2 , … , 2 )| 2 ∈ 2 , 1 ≤ ≤ } loading mapping φ: 1 × 2 → ′ , ′ ∈ ′ , loading subnet G 1 to G 2 would generate a new composited one network G= (V, E, R, F) , where
There into, < , >∈ 1 × 2 is called as outside edge and , as border nodes.
4.COMMUNITY STRUCTURE DETECTION ALGORITHM IN MULTI-RELATIONSHIPS COMPLEX NETWORK
In this section, the optimization strategies of parameters and algorithm complexity analysis of our community detection algorithmare given.
Community structure detection algorithm based on clustering
Based on the theoretical basisproposed and given in Section 2,we propose a new community structure detection algorithm in multi-relationships complex network.In our algorithm, domain knowledge is used to incorporate to conduct the process of clustering.
Supervision is provided as two sets of pairwiseconstrains on the objects of dataset: obligatory-link constraints C OL and nothing-link constraints C NL .Every pair ( , ) ∈ means that objectu and v must attach to the same cluster.Similarly, pair ( , ) ∈ implies that objectu and v beloong to two clusters.The constraints are accompanied by associated violation cost matrixW. An entry ∈ is used to indicate the expense of breaching theconstraints between object u and v.
From Eq. (12) we can know, the objective function of our community structure detection algorithm is constructed as 
Where = − + is the kernel or similarity matrix J with constraints = { : ( , ) ∈ }, = { : ( , ) ∈ }, and α, βare both real numbers which must be small enough, so they canguarantee that must be positive. The parameterα, βcan be used to represent the interrelationship between multiple relationships. Note that whenα = β = 0, our algorithmis reduced to the tranditional nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm.
The most importantgenericcharacteristic of these algorithms for resolving Eq. (13) is iteratively revising matrix P to gradually approximatePP T to while maintaining the nonnegativeness of matrix entries throughout. Our algorithm descends from random matrix P whose entries~(0,1), where (0,1)complies with a Gauss distribution (Radhakrishna et al., 2016; Kyritsis, 2014) .The updating rule for entries P ij of P can be defined as follow
Because is not always growing.Iteration process will continue until is lower than a predeterminedthreshold,forinstance 10 -3
, and the number of maximum iteration, for example 10 3 , is achieved.
According to the ≈ , thereduced partition P = ( ) can be derived in the following manner:for each node i,
, and otherwise * = 0.
Parameters optimization process
For the performance of our algorithm, selecting the approximate values for parameters would be the most key problem. There are two key parameters: the number of communities, similarity or dissimilarity.
Similar to most other clustering algorithms, the most important parameter of our algorithm is the number of communities m.Generally, it is a hard problem that determining m in a self-adaptive method without human involvement. There are different methods for the number of communitiesm.Each algorithm has its own advantages and disadvantages.
Our algorithm works as follow: Firstly, a measurement standard, say Q function or D function, is proposed to determine an appropriate m.Secondly, initializes with m=2, gradually increasing m until the measurement standardculminates its peak.
The most mainstrong point of the strategy is convertingclusteringproblem toan optimization problem where optimal policycan beused. However, its performanceisaffected sensitively to the measurement standard. But, as mentioned in the introduction,agreement aboutmeasure standard for communities structurehave not been reached. -way partition of a networkwascalculated,where ≥ 2 is come from the given dissimilarity matrix.Nextcontinue increasing until the new partition can't raise the D function.Given a dissimilarity matrix S = ( ) , is derived as:the maxvalue of dissimilarity degree in S( = ∈ ) is achieved firstly. Based on max degree, thepairwise set is built within which each pair of data had max dissimilarity, for instance, ⊆ , ∀i, j ∈ = . At last, = | |, it is apparently ≥ 2.
The experiment results imply that excellent performance would beachievedthroughadjusting to − δ , where δ > 0 is aninterference factor.Our algorithm initializes with random matrix P, so various implementationmethods may return completely different results.We determine m by duplicating the method for a certain times, for instance, 100 times and choose one best resultaccording to maximum D.
Even though the appropriate choice of W OL and W NL based on similarity and dissimilarity matrix is not pivotal to theend result of our algorithm,which provides a method to mergepriori knowledge into our algorithm.If no priorknowledge had been used, then W OL =0 and W NL =0, it means that our algorithm is equivalent to SNMF. If given a similarity or dissimilaritymatrixS=(S ij )and a thresholdh = There are different similarity or dissimilarity measurestandards (Fasino et al., 2015; Camps-Valls et al., 2010; Perotti et al., 2015) which can be used. We take diffusion kernel feature matrix for K in our algorithm,the shortestaverage path based similarity for W NL , andthe adjacency matrix based similarity forW OL .
5.EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
In the course of experiment, our algorithm is applied to a series of artificial generated networks to test the performance.Indentifyingreasonable communities in network and determining the correct communitiesnumber are focused.
Firstly, our algorithm acting as a verifiable test, we had generated testing networks in whichcommunitystructure had already been known to examinewhetherour algorithm couldidentify and detect the community.GNnetwork had been widely used to verify community structuredetection algorithms. There are 128 nodes in GN network, these nodes are divided into four communities in where there are 32 vertices.The edges are allocated randomly by a constant probability Z in for anedge to connect for each pair of intra-community vertices, andanother constant probability Z out for each pair of outercommunity vertices so as to ensure the degree of eachvertexis 16.For each Z out , we all generate 200 testing networks. With the Z out increasement, the community structure in network is fuzzier.The average results aboutthe 200 testing networks are shown in Fig. 1 , which is classification accuracy as function of Z out . Fig. 1 is that when ≤ 7, the communityof networks is so clear that one simple measure indexcan depictit easily.But when ≥ 8, the community is not clear enough to be detected by onlyone kind of measureindexes.
The karate club network is a famous test example for identifyingcommunities algorithm in networks.In this graph, there are 34 members of the club as vertexes, and 78links delegatingrelationship between club members,which had beensurveyed over several years. Becauseclub administrator and club instructordisagreed with each other,the members split into two parts.The Karate club network is shown as Fig. 2 , the square vertexes and the circle vertexes delegate respectively part member of club instructor and part member of club administrator. The experimentalresults are summarized respectively in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , which shows individually the community structure detected by nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm, k-means algorithm and our algorithm. The red nodesare those key nodes may be misclassified. The results show that the nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm classifies the network into two partitions, andthek-means algorithm classifiesthe same network into three partitions. At the same time, our algorithm finds thatm=2 andm=4.We can see that there were some especialvertexes, for instance node 3, which maybe belong to various communities bydifferent community detection algorithms.Such vertexes maybe play the interconnect function in different communities in complex networks.
There are 40 journals as vertexes, which include four different fields: chemistry,biology, physicsand ecology,at the same time there are 189 links between vertexesif at least one article in one journal cites another articlein other journalin the journal index network. Ten journals which have the highest impact factor in network were chosen to act as initial vertex.We classify the journal indexnetwork into 1-5 communities, but when m=4,we achieves the maxvalueof Q.
The experimentalresult for this network isshown in Fig. 6 .From the result we can see that both our algorithm and the NMF algorithm all couldachieve the optimal partition. Figure 6 .The optimal partitiondetected by our algorithms.
As shown in Fig. 7 ,the minimum tolerant error ratio /|| || 2 is greater than 0.5.It means that both the nonnegative matrix factorizationalgorithm and our algorithm don't constrict to local optimal with pre-defined maxiterativenumber. But, itdoesn't distort the ability to identifyimplicit structure. 
6.CONCLUSION
In this literature, a semi-supervised clustering for community structuredetection in multi-relationships complex networks throughNMF algorithm is proposed,and our algorithm can select the proper clusters number and identify community structureaccurately.Our algorithm provides two main contributions.Firstly, we intensively study the theoretic result through showing the equivalence of the objective functions of symmetric NMF and modularity density D.Secondly, previous algorithms make use only one similarity relationship to detectcommunity structure of complex networks, which would abandonuseful information included inother relationships.However, our algorithm can resolve such restrictions through multi-subnet composited complex network model.
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